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Student Council
Okays Budgets
ity JOHN FARMER
The Student Council yesterday
approved more than $50,000 in
projected expendituies during a
three and one-hi.. aour session to
near completion of the 1962-1983
ASP. budget.
List week the council allocated
more than $100,000 of the estimated $250,000 budget.
Organization and program budget,: are being reduced in many
cases, the ASB representatives
noted, to avoid a repeat of a $20,000 deficit which occurred this
year.
DAILY REQUEST
The Spartan Daily’s request for
$34,000 was reduced by the council
to $20,000 and was allocated on a
temporary basis. Final decision on
the Daily’s budget will be made in
September following a report by a
special committee formed to study
Spartan Daily-ASB administration
relations.
"We will have to set up our operations for this fall on the basis of
t h e $20,000 allocation" Sherry
Thompson, advertising manager of
the Daily, told the council. "This
will mean cuts in the size and circulation of the newspaper. If more
Is allocated later, adjustments will
be made then."
tNDER-ESTIMATED
; Hauck, ASB president, told
the council that the Daily’s advertising revenue for next year was
under-estimated and commented
that he and the board of control
felt the $34,000 request was "unrealistic."
Other council budget actions included a $2431 appropriation to
the intercollegiate rifle team, a
$15 cut of the amount asked; $251
for public relations, a $99 cut in
the amount requested; a $105 appropriation to the college election
board and $413 to buy an IBM
typewriter for the College Union.
Ti- council allocated $8975 of
a $10,060 request by the Music
department to finance the activities of the SJS band and orchestra.
The major cut in the music appropriation was a request by the
band to finance a trip to next
falls SJS-Arizona state football
game. However, $6900 was put on
a "conditional basis" by the council for the trip.

Spartan From the Start booklet
was allotted $3560.
A request from WRA for $2000
for an extramural ski program
was tabled by Student Council.
The council hesitated on a proposed metal sculpture project
which would cost the ASS $1500.
"Prices are way out of order,"
commented Marilyn Cox, "the art
department estimated the statue
or art work could be dune for
$1000."
The proprosal will have to go
be to re the college development
committee this summer before any
action can be taken, Hauck said.
LECTURE PROGRAM
A directive to the ASB president
and vice president to study the
proposed resident lecture program
for report in the fall was passed.
Bills to re-establish a homecoming committee to plan and coordinate homecoming activities
and to organize a transition committee to aid In the orderly transition between incoming and outgoing councils were passed.
The transition committee will
organize an executive retreat for
incoming and outgoing members of
student council and provide for
the preparation of activity reports
by outgoing members.
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‘Sheaxpul:Lio: euts Two Profs’ ’Last Lecture
Cites Modern World’s Ills
To Marriage

Sexuality as a mean.; of communicating and expressing love,
trust, loyalty, honesty and fidelity
within the marriage bonds was
the central theme of a talk by the
Rev. Mr. Don Emmet, Presbyterian campus chaplain, yesterday
in the cafeteria.
Mr. Enunel investigated "Sexual Response: Pre-Marital and
Marital" in the second talk of a
two-part series.
The campus chaplain covered
the love-sexual progression which
takes place before marriage, the
problem of petting and pre-marital
relations and the factors of sexuality within marriage itself.

By CAROLYN LUND
Dr. Murray Kiteley. assistant
professor of philosophy, and Mark
Sheehan, instructor in English, appeared in a dual lecture yesterday
when TASC’ and SPU sponsored
their talks on "If This Were My
Last Lecture."
Although neither speaker used
the occasion to re v ea I opinions
that might be suppressed in any

but their final speech, their comments dealing with personal philosphy and the failings of modern
society drew audience applause.
Introduced by Bill Summer, vice
president of SPU. Professor Kiteley sugested that his Last lecture
would be similar to all his lectures. "I don’t believe in the myth
of "the great occasion," he said.
"I would hope that I had always

been true to myself."
In the lecturing situation, according to Professor Kiteley, there
is the temptation to fall into habit
patterns and concentrate on the
process of communication instead
of original thinking. There is the
added temptation to meet the demand of students fur certainties
’They don’t seek eternal certainties; just those that will last until

RELATIONSHIP
He placed marriage as a relationship between man and woman
and the community in which they
live.
"There is no security within a
relationship of pre-marital involvement," the Rev. Mr. Enunel emphasized. "Only after the marriage ceremony can two people
have the security and freedom of
sexual love."
He flatly denounced such things
as kissing, petting and pre-marital
relations as "supreme joys in
themselves."

after finals," he salt!
The philosophy professor said he
would probably continue to "call
’em as I see ’em." He added that
candor is not, in itself, a great
virture, but lack of candor is a
vice.
Intensity to the subject in the
classroom is Professor Kiteley’s
answer to the distracting influence
and unrest caused by controversy.
He said he was aware of the magnifying Influence of controversial
subject matter to the reaction of
a teacher.
QUOTES GASSET
Mr. Sheehan. who had originally
been asked to speak on ’’’rhe Central Problems of Our Time,"
quoted heavily from "The Revolt
of the Masses," by 0 r t e gay
isset.
i le noted the aspects of the
l’Aentieth century, the rise in man,
goods and physical performance as
well as technology.
"Today, people feel they are on
brink of a new age and are
.nding on all the knowledge of
., past with more than a small
sree of smugness." he said.
’l’o reach a solution to the fail ’s of present day society, induals must begin to understand
s problem without using cliches,
sording to the instructor.
INCREASE HISTORY
lie suggested the increased
: sly a history. "so that we do
.
make the same ingenuous
nastakes." Modern problems will
be compounded if values are not
changed, he said. He related the
fact that there has been a manipulation of the rising masses to
the point where democracy is seriously threatened.
"We have opportunities to put
science to use in solving human
troblems which cculd make life
ni ore tolerable for millions of
people around the world The
measures we have instituted until
now have been advantageous only
politically." the instructor said.
Denouncing "advertising techniques" which he said had failed
in the past, Sheehan warned, "If
we ignore the educational need; of
the masses, we will risk inertia at
the time when the future offers
increasing opportunity."
POOR COMMUNICATION
Professor Kiteley agreed that
lack of information to the masses
is a basic modern problem. He
m
adadseds
there is "failure in
communications to accurately estimate the desires of the
masses to receive information."
"We are all ’mass men,’ but we
. all have to make judgements and
react as individuals," he said.
Sheehan defined ’mass men’ as
one who sees himself as complete,
who is self-assertive and often
through violence. He warned that
"Utopian solutions are smug and
hopelessly limiting."

SPIRITUAL LOVE
"Two people must have spiritual
love and physical love on the same
level," he declared.
Mr. Emmet described love as a
disciplined and paced involvement
peared yesterday when TASC and SPU jointly
DUAL LECTURERSMark Sheehan (I.) and Dr.
before marriage.
sponsored their talks on "If This were My Last
Murray Kiteley go over lecture notes with Bill
Lecture.’’
"If sex dominates the whole
Sumner (r.) SPU vice president. The duo apcourtship relationship, then you
are not exploring the personality
relationship of each other," he
warned.
United Campus Christian fellowship sponsored the lecture series. Mr. Emmet has been Presby"The Dark Eye in Africa," by
terian campus chaplain since 1956
Laurens van der Post. described
and presently serves as chairman I
as "a compassionate, beautiful plea
Tomorrow’s Spartan Daily will be of the Protestant chaplains’ cow to save Africa," will be reviewed
the last issue of the paper pub- dl at SJS.
Wednesday at the 12:30 book talk
lished this semester. Publication of
the Spartan Daily will resume in
segii’g.iiion in the Southern schools, by Dr. Charles E. Smith, associate
By JESSE t’HAMBERS
the fall semester.
cut- professor of biological science.
Today’s election marks the end repeal of the income tax and
The talk will be held in rooms
ting off all foreign aid.
During the summer, students enof a bitter campaign for the DemoA and B of the cafeteria in the
rolled in t he school publications
MORE LIBERAL
last of the spring book talk series.
critic nomination for the 25th asworkshop will publish SummerVan der Post’s book explains the
Opposing him is the more liberal
sembly district. Whoever wins the
times, a four- page tabloid, each
Jose car dealer, who position of the Capricorn Africa
Monday and Wednesday throughnomination in this predominantly Alves. a San
has proclaimed himself "a middle Society, an association of EuroREED MONEY
out the six-week summer session.
The empty boat of Larry Gene Democratic district is almost as- of the road" Republican.
peans and Africans who have
The Reed. college literary magaEditor of the summer paper will
Alves is past president of the banded together to save the conzine. received a $500 appropriation be Joan Jackson, senior journalism Alpaugh, 28, SJS senior conserva- sured of being sent to the assembly
Santa Clara Chamber of Commerce tinent from disaster and destrucWith a "suggestion" that the price major, and Gus Norton will be bus- tion m ajor from Byron. Ohio, In November.
of the magazine be raised from iness manager. Faculty adviser to missing since last week was picked
The 25th, which includes most of and is currently area director of tion from the uprising of Africans
as to 50 cents per copy.
the paper will be Mrs. Irene Ep- up by coast guardsmen Friday San Jose. plus Milpitas, Alum Rock, the Independent Car Dealers coun- slaughtering the Europeans, according to Dr. Smith.
Morgan Hill, Coyote, Madrons and cil of California.
The Woman’s Recreation assn. stein, assistant professor of jourafternoon in mid-Monterey bay.
"His solution to save Africa is
re....... ’ii i budget of $2456 and the nalism.
San Martin, is reporterly about 62
The SJS Young Republican club
According to Captain Robert per cent Democratic.
has not endorsed either candidate. for all Europeans of his generation
Ii, change their minds and hearts
Schueler of the Monterey sheriff’s
Hitting closer to campus, the
The four Dernovratic campaignIn a direction which would permit
substation at Monterey, Alpaugh’s
Democratic struggle infour-way
ers
are
Dr.
William
F.
Stanton,
them to live in a co-status with
last known address was 45 E.
SJS profescontroversial
volves
a
Henry
Hammer,
Don
Cornish
and
the native people of Africa," Dr.
Reed at., San Jose, but Alpaugh
sor, Dr. Stanton. associate profes- Smith
had moved front that address five Fred Reinheimer.
asserted.
TIME OF
StanProfessor
economics.
of
sor
Battling against them in an updays prior to last Friday.
"Van der Post’s argument is so
CLASSES
EXAMINATION
his
from
dismissed
ton
has
been
hill fight are Republicans Al Alves
strong that it is beyond question,"
10:30 Group I classes
7:30-9:50 a.m.
RENTED BOAT
position effective the end of this
and Charles Bower.
the biology professor added.
10:30 Group II classes
10-12:20 am.
administrathe
what
for
semester
Captain Schueler said Alpaugh
Bower, a San Jose maintenance
All English A and
1-3:20 p.m.
deficiencies."
"teaching
calls
tion
rented a boat from a boat rental contractor, is an ultra right-winglA classes
Stanton claims that he was fired
concern at Monterey at 8:45 am. er, favoring the impeachment of
4:30 Group II classes
3:30-5:50 p.m.
Friday. At 11:30 that morning, Chief Justice Earl Wan-en. He has because of his part in exposing the
7 p.m. Thursday classes
7-9:20 p.m.
an off-duty Monterey patrolman also gone on record as favoring ban on registering sit - in demonFridav
11:30 Group II classes
7:30-9:50a.m.
130 PERISH IN JETLINER Dls.ts’rEit
strators at SJS. The case is now
and his wife who planned to go
11:30 Group I classes
10-12:20 a.m.
PARIS (UPI ---Authorities began the grim task yesterde)’ of idenAlpaugh’s
boat
headsaw
appeal.
fishing,
under
3:30 Group I classes
1-3:20 p.m.
tifying the bodies of the 130 victims of the flaming crash of a Boeing
ing into high white caps. They
3:30 Group II classes
ENDORSED BY DEMOS
707 jetliner--121 of them Americans returning frorn a European vaca3:30-5:50 p.m.
feet of the
25
within
approached
7:30 Group I classes
7:30-9:50 a.m.
The economies professor is en- tion--in the world’s worst single airplane disaster
small outboard -motored craft
7:30 Group II classes
10-12:20 a.m.
ULBRICHT Aril:ND:4 RED BLO(’ MEETING
dorsed by the SJS Democratic club.
occupant, but got no
at
the
waved
2:30 Group II classes
MOSCOW iUPI’lEast German Communist chief Walter Ulbricht
1-3:20 p.m.
couple assumed the
4)
Page
on
The
response.
(Continued
Applications for three ASB In2:30 Group I classes
3:30-5:50 p.m.
arrived from Berlin yesterday, the first of the Soviet bloc leaders
man wanted to be alone and sailed tercultural Steering committee
7 p.m. Monday classes
7-9:20 p.m.
coming to Moscow for today’s Communist summit meeting. The meetaway.
pasts are being accepted today and
T,solav
8:30 Group II classes
ing is expected to discuss aid, trade. and economic cooperation, as
7:30-9:50 a.m.
tomorrow in the College Union.
BOAT
EMPTY
classes
I
Group
8:30
well as wider political questions. The Berlin crisis and East Ger10-1220 a.m.
I
classes
Group
a
coast
1:30
afternoon,
that
Later
Interviews for the three posi1-3:20 p.m.
many’s present economic difficulties also is expected to play a major
1:30 Group II classes
guard ship spotted the empty tions are scheduled tomorrow from
3:30-5:50 p.m.
role in the talks.
classes
perTuesday
Alpaugh’s
wtth
boat,
p.m.
7
rental
10-12 a.nt in the College Union, ac7-9:20 p.m.
ROCKET FAILURE GIVES COMFORT
Students wishing their grade
classes
II
bottom
Group
in
the
laying
930
sonal effects
Wednesday
cording to Francis Mimi, InterculWASHINGTON (Unit - -Atomic officials disappointed by yester7:30-9:50 a.m.
must
proto
them
mailed
copies
classes
I
Group
of the boat.
9:30
tural council president.
10-12:20 a.m.
day’s test failure at Johnston island salvaged comfort from the public
vide a self-addressed stamped en12:30 Group II classes
Alpaugh’s mother, Mrs. Mar1-3:20 pm.
proof it provided that a nuclear warhead can be destroyed in flight
Azimi said that five of the eight
classes
12:30 Group I
garet Hisser, lives at 809 E. posts on the Steering committee velope, number nine or 10, in the without hurting anybody. The Atomic Energy Commission said the
3:30-5:50 p.m.
classes
7 p.m. Wednesday
Byron, Byron, Ohio.
7-9:20 p.m.
have been filled through election boxes provided in the lobby of the warhead, carried aloft by a Thor missile, was deliberately blown into
Thursday
Special and Make-up Examinations
Alpaugh was a 1951 graduate by members of Intercultural coun- registrar’s office, according to fragments when the tracking system failed.
NO SINGLE SERVICE SAYS MeNAMARA
MY, WF, of Byron high school and attended cil. The three remaining seats will Francis McMahon, assistant resGroup I classes meet Daily, MWF, MTW, MWTh, MW,
WASHINGTON t UPI - -Defense Secretary McNamara assured
Ohio state univeristy before corn- be filled by appointment from ist ran
M. W, F.
Grades will he mailed on Friday, House investigators yesterday he has no plans to set up a single
Group II classes meet TM, T. Th, TWTh, M1Th, ’TThIS MIThF, ing to San Jane. According to ASB. Chairman of the steering
Cap t a in Schueler’s reports, Al- committee will be selected from June 22, 5 p.m. Students who do service replacing the Army, Navy and Air Force. In any case, he said,
MTVVTh, TWThF.
paugh had not been seen since among the eight members follow- not leave envelopes may pick up such action would he "absolutely impossible" without first getting the
4:30 Group I classes and all 5:30 classes will have their thuds
ing interviews, Mimi said.
May 29.
their grades on Monday, June 25. approval of Congress.
at the last regular meeting of the class.
CAMP DIRIX,VOR

John W. Olsen, director of Sparta Camp, this year was appointed
to direct next year’s camp and
Dirk Eastman was named orientation committee chairman.
Appointed to Sparta Programs
committee by the council were
Raymond E. Wilkerson, assistant
professor chemistry; Robert A.
England, SJS’s general reference
librarian and Dr. Ruth Lavare, assistant profos,or of English.

Election To End Bitter Race Book Talk Views
For Democratic Nomination African Association
n 25th Assembly District
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

A Step Forward
The college lecture ,..00nittee began a new experiment the forum discussion--May 22. This was in answer to requests
of both students and faculty who felt discussion of ital issues
of the day by competent professors a natural step for tin rapidly growing
Their testier’ ttt isorked well during its initial trial. Student and faculty interest to as 111.11111:11111.11 throughout the talks
of the four professor* and seeral. well -constructed question,
and answer ss-ssion.
follo%ed from the door during the quest’
Ito urk
As any other experiment. howeser.
e the gr
has been laid, the researcher must continue to build.
Last week’s discussion tel academic freedom was remark
ably uticontrroersial. eYen through this topic is considered an
explosi%e one at least.
Subjects of current interest must not only be politely di".
tin-ed. but also .erioit,ls debated. The lecture committee must
be careful not to eclude the student body. \lost of the questions to the panelists came from faculty members. the ones most
interests-.I iii academic freedom.
Future debate, -hould take place bet%een students and
professor,. and e% en more important. betueen the various student group, rhe lecture conunittee is an organization with the
’Hauer to do
Students haac stas eel assas from the sarious campus politis al-biased club- bevause of a stereotyped impression tel the
speakers sponsored. The expect wild-eyed anarchists and idealkSt- meetings. and cringing consenatises at
i-tic pacifists at
i. assemlthes.
uere able tel see and hear a debate between
..er the issue, r.exarating them. they would
these tsso
gait:
. Nothing strengthens personal %lea., more than
ol an issue. and then decide what to belies e.
to hear both
committee has taken a challenging -tep
For, i ’I.! is
,ontinue to ads ance.
--
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By DRU CHALLEERG
Society Editor
PINNED
Sally Johnson, Kappa Alpha Theta sophomore elementary education major from Sacramento, to Steve Johnson. Sigma Alpha
Epsilon sophomore education major from Sacramento.
Genie Timar. sophomore medical technician major from Ukiah,
to Ray Kalman. Sigma Alpha Epsilon junior recreation major from
Oakland.
Jill Reichard. Alpha Phi senior education major. to Keith Adkins. Sigma Alpha Epsilon senior real estate major from Bakersfield.
Cindy Lambdan. Phi Sigma Sigma at Cal and a SJS sophomore
elementary education major from Hayward. to Newt Harband. Kappa
Na at Cal, now studying medicine at Stanord from San Francisco.
Diane Mickelson, freshman general elementary education major
from Downey and resident of Wendy Glen No. 1, to Ed Russell. Pi
Kappa Alpha sophomore psychology major from Carlsbad.
Marty Painter. freshman journalism major from Lafayette and
resident of Wendy Glen No. 1. to Doug Carnahan. Pi Kappa Alpha
junior electrical engineering major from Sunnyvale.
Patti Kurrle. sophomore elementary education major at Los
Angeles state and resident of Los Angeles. to Mike Hooper, Alpha
Tau Omega junior public relations major from Los Angeles.
Betty Babcock, Kappa Alpha Theta junior economics major
from Sacramento, to Dick Hyde. Alpha Tau Omega senior biology
..
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Fine Dinners at
Low Prices
Chicken
Dinner
$1.25
Special Steak
$1.10
Dinner
S1.49
Top Sirloin Dinner

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
543 :-+o. 2nd

Nreet

How To Get a Shave
"RAZOR-BLADE CLOSE"
With Any Electric Razor
JUST PUT eolhamsLreset,
Swot on your face baler.’
hand! It does these three
dtinp.
1. Instantly evaporates
perspiration to end razor drag

3. lubficates your shin for
smoother, more comfort.
table shave

williams

,

?CtriC

Shave

roe o’T.

’,GUS . or

4414fA Wave
arter.st.s.,

Thrustand Parry

4

r.ztt

Student Government
3 Units Credit?
Yes, let s give more Spartan
Daily space to Student Government, the Termite Club, Sorority Sex and Wife Swappers, unlimited.
Perhaps, if we try hard
enough, this school and its finer

organizations can apply to Walt
Disney for a television program.
Gary Peterson
ASH A11220

Perhaps Student Government should be given three units
credit by the Education department tor P.E. dept.). It almost

._P.S.

seems appropriate to throw the
two together. After all, they
supply doll houses for little children to play with.

’Intramural Program
Needs Rules’

e
Now AE THERE

ANY an-4Et2 5U(GESTIONS oN 4-193,y WE
sni61-IT MAKE T14)5 C.Ousal5E mon PRAGTICALT’

I have participated in the intramural program for the past
two years at San Jose, and dur-

Senior Pianist Selected
Singer’s Disc
For Villa Montalvo Recital
SJS Show
Released
:senior :nuste major Lynne
Howe will be presented in a pub-

lic piano recital at Saratoga’s
Villa Montalvo Sunday at 2 p.m
Miss Howe was selected f.
this performance by the Mot.talvo music committee in the at:nual Young Artists auditi,.r.
held earlier this year.
Beethoven’s Sonata in D ;1. : nor. Op. 31, No. 3. is included or
t he pianist’s program. Other
works scheduled are Dmitri Kabalevsky’s Sonata No. 3 and Chopin’s "Deuxieme Ballade". op. 38.
The young pianist has performed numerous solo recitals in
the area and has appeared with
the San Jose Junior and Oakland
Young People’s symphonies. Her
most recent solo performance
was with the San Jose Youth
symphony.
Named the outstanding young
musician of the Bay Area when
she was 13 yea’s old, Miss Howe
once played a monthly program
for a St. Louis radio station.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N.
H. Howe of San Mateo, the pianist is a student of John DelevorYas, associate professor of music.
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Miss Howe is a member ot

Mu

Phi Epsilon, national honorary
music sorority.

Spartans Assigned
Original Musical’s
Production Duties
A

strictly Spartan stage crew

will take over the production of
an original musical, "Never
Come, Never Go." which will be
presented during Nevada City’s
(Calif.) annual Fourth of July
celebrations.

Stage manager of the Play is
Stu Flansburg, senior advertising manager of the Spartan Daily
next September.
Books and lyrics of "Never
Come. Never Go" were written
by Bob Wyckoff, 1951 graduate of
SJS. "Never Come, Never Go" is
set in Nevada City, and concerns
the construction of the old Nevada county Narrow Gauge Rail,.oad. The road, which ran 12
miles from Colfax to Nevada
City through Grass Valley, was
built in 1876, and ceased operations in 1941.
While attending SJS. Wyckoff

wrote and directed "Ye Gods!",
the 1951 Spartan Revelries production. He was also active in
rally committee.
The graduate is currently a
photographer and feature writer
for the Nevada County Nugget,
a weekly newspaper.
"Never Come, Never Go" was
written by Wyckoff in collaboration with Bill MacSems, a graduate of Los Angeles state college.

Class To Perform
2 Dukas’ Dances
Dukas’ "Sorcerer’s Apprentice- "
and "Kitty Corner" will be set to
dance tomorrow by a dance
dance production class, p.e.I44, in
the Studio Theater at 5:00 p.m.
The class, under the direction
of Mrs. Carol Haws, instructor in

physical education, will dance to
numbers choteographed by Maria Wida. graduate student. and
Nancy Gilmore. junior.
The performance is part of a
"lass assignment, in which t he
choreographers arrange costi;mes li-Thtinc and s,onory. ;1c.

A live college concert recording album of bilk singer Stan
Wilson’s March 3 appearance at
SIS’ Morris Dailey auditorium
has just been released on Fantasy record.

"Stan Wilson Goes to College,"
with his guitarist Lenin Castro,
is the singer’s first college concert album.
The recording includes such

songs as "Jane, Jane. Jane,"
"John Henry," ’Trouble in River
City." "Sloop John B." ’A Rolling St one" and ’Tongue -Tits!

Baby"
Wilson’s SJS concert was

Mg this time there have- been
many things in which I have not
been in accordance.
The intramural softball program at San Jose is by far the
most incomplete program I have
ever participated in. It appears
to me that a rule hook was never used in setting up the softball
program. When I participated in
the softball games this season, it
appeared to be that the umpires
did not have any idea of what
the ground rules were.
After participating in the playoff games between ATO and the
Draft Dodgers. I was convinced
that the umpires and the officials of the intramural program
did not have any idea of the
ground rules. I have spoken with
many of the teams, and they are
all very disappointed in the way
the intramural program is being
After speaking to several
members from teams in both
leagues, it seems apparent that

Torre something to be ashamed
ofnot proud of.
What excuses can possibly be
made for the gross inaccuracies
and utter stupidity of such fax

the officials should start using
the official softball rule book for
setting up the softball program,
Don Baer

the 16.000 San Jose students buy
yearbooks.

run.

pas?
No wonder fewer than 6000 of
Jerome (Harry

ASK A3501

In the yearbook)
Wynn
ASK 111165
liars’ Rogers
s II 161157

Students List
La Torre Mistakes
Editor;

1

WEDDING GOWNS

Maybe we were expecting to.
much. Maybe we did think this
year’s La Torre would be bigger
and better than ever before.
Maybe we thought, as graduat-

COCKTAIL DRESSES
I/2 OFF OR MORE
Sales & Rentals

FORMALS

(WILL ALSO BUY)
Dressmaking & Alteration Se-v:ca

ing seniors, that the 1962 edition
of the La Torre would be an accurate representation of our last
year in college, something we
would be proud to show our
family and friends.
If the editor tend staff of the
1962 La Torre had shown minimal amounts of intelligence,
originality a n d responsibility,
possibly our expectations would
have been fulfilled.
However, such mistakes as
otting in a picture upside

sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity.
Born and raised in Oakland
Wilson started cut as a single’
at San Francisco’s hungry i ii
1952. Castro joined the act in
1959 after the singer injured a
tendon in his %%riot and couldn’t

THE MAD HATTER
10 a.m.. 5 p.m.. Fri. ti, 8 p
37440 Fremont Bled.
SY 3.4446

10 -Speed BICYCLES
Schwinn
Helyett
Raleigh
Taurus
Frejus

From

$69.95
Complete
Service on
All Models

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alame?En

CV 3-9766

TYPEWRITER

RENTALS
Special Student Rotel

Free delivery

latest models

play his own accornpanimeni

Old Back Injury
Hospitalizes Actor

Kennedy* without an expli,
tion for their being there. ;the
Kennedys are fine but why in
the La Torre? ): a picture of theHomecoming Queen without
mention of her name: pictures
of coaches without mentioning
what they coach: pictures
football players who didn’t e..en
play on this year’s team: the
page dedicated to the Daughters
of Minerva without mentioning
what in the world the Daughters
of Minerva are: Lambs Alpha
Chi instead of Lambda Chi
Alpha: Theta IX instead of
Theta Xi; a picture of an Alpha
Tau Omega as president of Sigma Phi Epsilon; complete rows
of pictures with the wrong
names, misspellings and inaccurate captions too innumerable
to mention make this year’s La

Free Parking

fully guaranteed
no repeat
124 E

San Fernando

Free exchange

-We’re nerf to Cal Book

CV 34283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

NEW YORK (UPI, - Noted
stage and screen actor Charles
Laughton is in Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Allied Diseases today undergoing a medical checkup.
His manager, Bob Huller. said
Laughton. 62, entered the hospital Sunday after an old back injury had become aggravated and
his doctor suggested a complete
checkup.
Huller said Laughton has been
bothered by the injury for about
20 years. and about two or three
weeks ago twisted his back and
set off the condition again. Memorial hospital was chosen, he
’aid, because Laughton’. tiwtor
1, attached to that hospital.

Sardine Shortage
Started Industry
UPI
sardine short age in California
waters 58 years ago launched

45errAS/100 81141TE"
St Riad.

Alms & Almaden
FOLLOW THAT DREAM

SPARTAN
110-3410

ORM 11 NECK
Si first at Alma
10
TREE CAR HEATERS
EXPERIMENT IN TERROR
THE HAPPY THIEVES
FRI, AND SAT 171’.
THE SOUND AND THE FURY

ARATOOA VW"
DAYS OF THRILLS P. LAUGHTER
Do,-;

The shortage led one cannery ti,
process the first 700 cases of
tuna in Los Angeles harbor.
The first small tuna boats

7TOWNE CY
3060

tuna clippers that range from
length, and ca:
make In r)0(1 -mill, trips of thror
64 to 150 feet in

SANTA CLARA AT

CL Bit 44
WITCH. BURN
DEAD ONE
HOUSE OF WOMEN

BURN

THE M1LLIONAIRESS

fleet of more than 200 sea -going

rase

_
ROME ADVENTURE

the canned tuna industry, say,
the International Tuna Fish asst.

that fished off the California
coast have been succeeded by a

TROPICAIRE
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DANGEROUS
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SCREEN GET?
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501114 SCREEN
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396 South First
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SAFE AT HOME
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1433 This Alameda

ANATOMY AWARD W"
OF 61
Now Yo, CA^
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THE MILLER’S BEAUTIFUL ,WIFE

OPEN FROM 7:15 A.M. - 7:15 P.M. DURING FINALS
Who Can Compete With Our 8 Store Buying Power?

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
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block from Campus at 134 E. San Fernando
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By JOHN HENRY
100 -yard dash at Stanford. Ile
San Jose freshman track coach has a best of 91 this year. Sh iDean Miller will enter a full squad m’ anti 511ddieton will double
In the 220. Nliddleton has a best
in the Pacific AAU meet Saturday
of 20.9, while Slurad has posted
at Stanford’s Angell field in an a 21.0 this year.
effort to pad the lead his team
The f re shmen’s two 24-foot
has in the national freshman broad jumpers will be in competition at Stanford. Pete Danna has
standings.
Half-miler Mike Gibeau will be a leap of 24-5 this year, while
going all out for a national freshman record in the 880, according
to Miller.
Gibeau has had his best workouts ever the past week as he
ran eight 220% with 41 %most&
rest in between.
Miller isn’t sure whether he will
run his distance man Danny Murphy in the 5000 or 10,000-meters.
Murphy has already set the national freshman record in the
10,000, but both times he ran the
5000 he was unable to turn in top
times.
The first time he was forced to
drop out with blisters on his feet
and the second time, down south
at the Coliseum relays, he was
sick with a high fever when he
ran.
In an effort to gain needed
points, 51111er will enter Tom
Tulte and Gary Coleman in the
8000-nicter steeplechage. The
NW+ has been working with the
two runners all week in an effort
to gain points in the national
freshman standings.
Sprint sensation Dwight Middleton will run the open 440. He has
turned in a best time this season
of 47.6, but has shown his potential in running relay laps at under 47.0.
Also going in the 440 for the
:-asirtarts will be Lan-y Le Fall
who has turned in a top time of
47.9 this season.

Lio)d murad

lotz Keeps Santa
Clara County Title
With Hot Finish

1

Lotz retained his Santa
Clara County golf championship
Sunday at San Jose country club
by spurting ahead in the final 36
holes of the 54-hole event to wind
up with an eight -stroke lead ove;
his nearest competitors.
Lotz, who’s championships hay.put him on top of the list of amateurs on the West Coast in the
opinion of many, shot a 69, a 70
and a 67 in the final three rounds
after being five over par after the
first eight holes.
However, he birdied the ninth
and birdied four and parred five on
’he next nine, for a two-stroke lead
.istir the field going into the final
raund. He never last that lead.

880 Yards
Mile
Two Mile
5000 Meters
Six Mile
10,000 meters
Steeplechase
440 -Yard Hurdles
Low Hurdles
High Hurdles
Hammer
Discus
Javelin
Shot Put
High Jump
Pole Vault
Broad Jump
Hop -Step-Jump .
Mite Relay
......
Distance Medley
Sprint Medley

Y

Pika Wins
Intramural Title
I

DENNIS JOHNSON
9.4
DWIGHT MIDDLETON
20.9
47.3
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
WILLIE WILLIAMS
47.3
1:49.9
BEN TUCKER
BEN TUCKER
4:03.6*
JEFF FISHBACK
9:03.2
JEFF FISHBACK
14:32.8
DANNY MURPHY
30:06.1"
3 I :06.5"
DANNY MURPHY
9:03.9
JEFF FISHBACK
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
5I.8*
23.4
ANGELO HADDAD
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
23.4
TOM HARRISON
14.5
ED BURKE
192-31/2*
HARRY EDWARDS
179-1
DAN STUDNEY
247-1/2*
BARRY ROTHMAN
52-11
VANCE BARNES
6-10*
3RUCE TURNBULL
15-0
i
WALT ROBERTS
24.71/2
49.81/25*.
HENRY LAWSON
(McCULLOUGH, PETE PETRI.
NOVICK LYNN PETERSON,
WILLIAMS)
3:10.1
(WILLIAMS, JOSE AZEVEDO,
DON DAVIS, TUCKER)
947.2
(MIDDLETON, LARRY LE FALL,
LLOYD MURAD, MIKE
GI BEAU)
3:22.4t

Broncos Take Two
In NCAA Playoffs
The Santa Clara Broncos savept1 ner of the district three championa series from the Oregon state ships, the winner of the Florida
Beavers over the weekend. 8-1 and state-Wake Forest game.
Coach Paddy Cottrell’s Aron 7-5. to qualify for the NCAA basemica has,’ literally cleaned up on
ball championships at Mission col the West Coast and now will
lege in Omaha, Neb.
The Broncos will meet the win - meet the best of the nation’s
college nines.
In Saturday’s final game, the
Beavers started off with two runs
in the first inning. The Broncos
dropped farther behind in the fifth
a-hen Oregon state tallied its

SJS Tracksfers
Schedule Picnic

San Jose State’s tracksters will third run.
Santa Clara came hack in the
hold a Picnic’ at the home of pr’ last half of the fifth with a run.
I Walter Reynolds in Saratoga Sun- Two more Broncos runners crossed
I day, according to Coach Bud Win- the plate in the sixth inning to
’ ter.
tie the score at 3-3.
Any track member who wish es
Oregon state scored two more
to attend the picnic is asked. h.) runs in the top of the seventh to
sign up at the bulletin board in take a 3-3 lead.
the P.E. building or at the field
The It roncos chased starter
by Thursday.
Cecil Ira in the seventh when they
scored four runs to take a 7-5 lead.
Reliever Jim Falk gave up the
last two runs in the inning.
Bob Garibaldi. who had won
rriday night’s game 8-1. waft
called upon to preserve the sit,
tory in the ninth inning.
The Broncos and seven other
college nines will contend for the
national crown starting Monday
at Omaha.
Cottrell said after his team had
beaten Oregon state twice; -We
can go all the way."

A rE

Broadcaster Dies
,In Nursing Home
NEW YORK WM.- Former
sportscaster Clem McCarthy, 79,
known to millions of raring fans
for many years as the colorful
broadcaster of Kentucky derbies,
died yesterday in a Manhattan
nursing home.
McCarthy thrilled radio listeners
for 30 years with his husky growl,
Rr-r-acing tam. the field is at
the gate!"

hase their hands ftill vaith 4.
lat MOO during the slimmer. TO.
national to.ornantent.. senior and
Pallor. %till he held at Foothill
.1111.%
3. fi. 7, and It. and Stanford August 24 and 23, reaper

Coach Lee Walton’s varsity sva:nr polo team are liable to scare
,he enemy out of the water next
: ail if they don’t beat them first

DP.UtTAN LIAILY-3
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*-School record
"-National freshman record
t-School freshman record

"You get
absolutely
fop prices
for all your
books at ...
ROBERT’S."

111111111111

?

100 Yards
220 Yards
440 Yards

sports

c.immate Lester Bond ha,
mark of 24-31-2.
Danna. along with Henry Lawson, will go in the hop-step-jump
!Lawson set a new national freshman record in the event when he
went 49-81i at Modesto two weeks
ago. Danna has a best of 48-31.i.
;They base the two top freshman
:narks in the oxen, this year

Season Track Bests

Polo Team Loaded
With Giant Talent

gaitty

The tattutd is loaded with
giants. rise of the +Washer
prospects range user 6-4, the
tallest of the crop being 6-8 Paul
Malandra and the second in line
being captain John Henry, a
6-6 goalee.

’ Other sizable Lenin members
; will be 6-4 Jim Baugh, a junior
college all-American at Glendale
junior college, and Dick Riddle
tors overtqS MOO Knights Fri- and Jim Bullin, both also 6-4.
day afternoon. The winne
Malandra did a "real good j4,,
scored tour runs in tlu- fourth
in the Olympic trials in 1960,
Inning and five in the third. .
cording to Coach Walton. He VOI I
There were no home runs.
it necessary to participate
CYl’A’s victory, and the selection
spring practice with the team
of the all-college, all -sports and
r a ps up a limited basis to do a job.
individual champions,
011t
Me* Schoenniann.
the 1961-62 program for Unruh
standing tenth freestyler due ta.
and his staff.
join the trey’ next fell, has
turned in a 414.8 in the 100 free.
ystyle and a 29.9 in the 50.

There will also I*. a summer
water polo league at Stanford in
Which teams will have games once
a week. Most of the prospects
from San Jose a-ill be competing
The turnout for next year’s team
has been the largest in the history
of the sport’s existence here at
State ae,,rding to ihralton

By DON CHAPMAN
Pi Kappa Alpha won the V.,.1162 intramural all-sports champion
FAIRGROUNDS
trophy and Bob Keller won the
FAIRWAYS
all-college individual championship
for participation, Intramural% DiGolf Course
rector Dan Unruh announced yesterday
PIKA amassed a total of 920
points to 857 for Theta Cld and
1405,2 for lid Sigma Kappa.
FOR GREEN FEES
PiKA drew its strength from
WI7H COPY OF THIS AD
football (225), In which it was
10TH & TOLL,’ ROAD
elitimplon: basketball (292). in
,c,D4,:istyypieCrso.fbeftotr, "osnaen of
(Sat Sam,. S HoLd,ye escluffiKI)
uhich it had three teams en- Plane Crash Victim
ii
,:mirpeht
tered, and see ft ball (107), in
according to Walton, a
uhich it lost the championship
:iso be bidding for a spot on t:
POSITIVELY THE
in a playoff. The fraternity also
picked up 100,2 points in trark
FRESNO
A claim tor
the
varsity
Freshmen out for
and field, in which It was also 820.000 against the state work.noitd a
to Ed Gibson. the co-c:,:
hamplon.
pensation fund on be-,
men’s
Unlike the runer-ups, it did not half of a football player killed in , min on the 1961 (rush team, vo
have participating teams or in- a plane crash has been turned looked good in spring practice t
dividuals in eight of the intra- down, it was announced yesterday. Walton. are Phil Boyce, Jim Da
IN TOWN
mural department’s offered sports.
Edward Shanahan. referee of son. Monty Nelson, Mike Stan!,
Theta Chi and Phi Sig only failed the Department of Industrial ReTully (co-captain with G
SAHARA OIL CO.
to have participation in five.
lations, announced the denial of)Lou
The major sports were given a death benefits in the case of: sem ’ and Ty Wood.
Scconil and William
point advantage, but teams could Edward Gary Van Horn, killed
The polnists In the area a in
pick up many points on participa- with 15 other Cal Poly of San
tkm on smaller sports.
Luis Obispo football players an., lintilitli1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111
Keller, who participated in six other persons when their plan.
seven Intramural sports, also crashed Oct. 29, 1960, at Tole,’ .
broke two all -college revords in Ohio.
Try the do-it-yourself method
track. file MIS a repro-scut:1th,
Van Horn’s widow, Karen, filed F. with a trailer from
of Allen hall.
the claim on the ground her husLEM’S
Keller participated in basket- band was employed by the state
ball, football, track, softball, . p - school to play football. At a he,
U
-HAUL
nis, turkey trot and bowling. fie rig in San Luis Obispo she
TRAILER
broke the all-college 660 record Shanahan she received two cheeks
with a 1:27.9 and the 1320 mark for $50 each from Coach Leroy
RENTALS
with a 3:23.4.
1Hughes after the crash.
CY 4.9011
378 E. Santa Clara
Hughes testified the payment
Alpha Tau Omega, which was
removed from the fraternity divi- . was his regular method of hand
LARGE STOCK OF SMALL TRAILERS
sion of the intramural program, ling athletic scholarships and said
Vans
Car Carriers
left with a 566ti total and went he did not have to go through the
Open Trailers
Boat Trailers
on to pick up 586 points under the scholarship committee to give out
Horse Trailers
name of Omega Tau Alpha in the checks.
Whatever or wherever you are moving, see
Dr. Clyde Fisher, dean of th.
independent division.
OTA won the slow pitch soft- college, denied that Van 11,,r,
LEN’S for a +railer,
ball crown in a 14-4 playoff vie- was paid to participatelilt atilt to I I 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i 111111111ln

50‘

Widow of Cal Pol

Refused State Aid

LOWEST
GAS PRICES

RENT NOW

for the
FALL SEMESTER
THESE BEAUTIFUL MODERN APARTMENTS
FOR AS LOW AS
Approved Apartments

For General Occupancy

$200.0

$140

and up

Per Semester
Per Student

and up

Per Month

Including

Close to Campus

Your Own Kitchen
Study -Date Recreation Rooms

Completely Furnished

Parking for Bikes and Cars

Resident House Mother

Sell

Heated

Pool

Your Books
At:

ROBERT’S
BOOK CO.
On

4+11

St. across from the Library

Flower
Shop

Spartan Rental Service
Corner of 9th & William

egr..
corH7,.
414 E. William St.
CT 2-0.62

Mt* & Santa Clara

CY 1-88/1
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Thrust and Parry

A Step Forward

_
_
7

The college lecture committee began a nets experiment
the forum discussionMay 22. This was in answer to reque-tof both students and faculty who felt discussion of vital issue of the day by- competent professors a natural step for this
rapidly growing college.
Their experiment worked well during its initial trial. Student and faculty interest was maintained throughout the talks
of the four professors and several., well-constructed questions
followed front the floor during the question and answer session.
As any other experiment. however, once the groundwork
has been laid. the researcher must continue to build.
Last week’s discussion of academie freedom was remarkably uncontroversial. even through this topic is considered an
explosive one at least.
Subjects of current interest must not only be politely dincued, but also seriously debated. The- lecture committee must
he careful not to exclude the student body. Nicest of the pieslions to the panelists came front faculty members, the ones most
interested in academie freedom.
Future debates should take place between students and
professors. and even more important. between the various student groups. The lecture committee is an organization with the
!Heuer to do this.
:-tudents have stayed away front the various campus political-biased clubs because of a stereotyped impression of the
speakers sponsored. They- expect wild-eyed anarchists and idealistic pacifists at TA( meetings. and cringing conservatives at
SAC assemblies.
If students we-re able to see and hear a debate between
these- two groups over the issues separating them. they would
gain immensely. Nothing strengthens personal views more than
to hear both sides of an issue, and then decide what to believe.
The college lecture committee has taken a challenging step
forward. May it continue to ails tae.
m
- W.R.W.

ottni

ISpctriaBy DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor

PINNED
Sally Johnson. Kappa Alpha Theta sophomore elementary education major from Sacramento. to Steve Johnson, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon sophomore education major from Sacramento.
Genie Timar. sophomore medical technician major from Ukiah,
to Ray Kalman, Sigma Alpha Epsilon junior recreation major from
Oakland.
Jill Reichard. Alpha Phi senior education major. to Keith Adkins, Sigma Alpha Epsilon senior real estate major from Bakersfield.
Cindy Lambdan, Phi Sigma Sigma at Cal and a SJS sophomore
elementary education major from Hayward, to Newt Harband. Kappa
Nu at Cal. now studying medicine at Stanford from San Francisco.
Diane Mickelson. freshman general elementary education major
from Downey and resident of Wendy Glen No. 1. to Ed Russell, Pi
Kappa Alpha sophomore psychology major from Carlsbad.
Marty Painter. freshman journalism major from Lafayette and
resident of Wendy Glen No. 1. to Doug Carnahan, Pi Kappa Alpha
junior electrical engineering major from Sunnyvale.
Patti Kurrle. sophomore elementary education major at Los
Angeles state and resident of Los Angeles, to Mike Hooper, Alpha
Tau Omega junior public relations major from Los Angeles.
Betty Babcock. Kappa Alpha Theta junior economics major
from Sacramento. to Dick Hyde, Alpha Tau Omega senior biology
major from Santa Paula.

Come and
(I

V.>

Fine Dinners at
Low Prices
Chicken
Dinner
$1.25
Special Steak
Dinner
$1.10
Top Sirloin Dinner
$1.49

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
-it. 2nd Street

How To Get a Shave
"RAZOR-BLADE CLOSE"
With Any Electric Razor
Slisti en
nclo
hand! It does these thr,
thtngs.

1. Instantly evaporati,
perspiration to end razor drag
2. Sets up your beard for
oincker, closer shave
3. Lubalutes your skin for
smoother, more comfort.
’He shay.

111
o.rt;:ir

#williams
eCatrie

Shave

TOP Orr
Stour u,,,TH
wittierns
440s yr!

i

Yes, let’s give more Spartali
Daily space to Student Government, the Termite Club, Sorority Sex and Wife Swappers, unlimited.
Perhaps, if we try hard
enough, this school and its finer
organizations can apply to Walt
Disney for a television program.
Gary Peterson
ASH A11210
..P.S. Perhaps Student Government should be given three units
credit by the Education department (or P.E. dept.). It almost
seems appropriate to throw the
two together. After all, they
supply doll houses for little children to play with

1ANY argEtz 1..x.4GE5.-not4s
miawr MAKE -n.416 couesr ,moge

’NOW ARE THERE

4-75
ori Hoy,/ WE

’Intramural Program
Needs Rules’
Editor:
I have participated in the intramural program for the past
two years at San Jose’. and ciur-

Senior Pianist Selected
For Villa Montalvo Recital Singer’s Disc
SJS Show
Released

Senior music major Lynne
Howe will be presented in a public piano recital at Saratoga’s
Villa Montalvo Sunday at 2 p.m.
Miss Howe was selected for
this performance by the Montalvo music committee in the annual Young Artists’ auditions
held earlier this year.
Beethoven’s Sonata in D minor. Op. 31, No. 3. is included on
t he pianist’s program. Other
works scheduled are Dmitri Kabalevsky’s Sonata No. 3 and Chopin’s "Deuxieme Ballade", op. 38.
The young pianist has performed numerous solo recitals in
the area and has appeared with
the San Jose Junior and Oakland
Young People’s symphonies. Her
most recent solo per(oimanee
was with the San Jose Youth
symphony.
Named the outstanding young
musician of the Bay Area when
she was 13 yeais old, Miss Howe
once played a monthly program
for a St. Louis radio station.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N.
H. Howe of San Mateo, the pianist is a student of John Delevoryas, associate professor of music.
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A strictly Spartan stage crew
will take over the production of
an original musical, "Never
Come, Never Go," which will be
presented during Nevada City’s
(Calif.) annual Fourth of July
celebrat ions.
Stage manager of the play is
Stu Flansburg, senior advertising manager of the Spartan Daily
next September.
Books and lyrics of "Never
Come, Never Go" were written
by Bob Wyckoff, 1951 graduate of
SJS. "Never Come, Never Go" is
set in Nevada City, and concerns
the construction of the old Nevada county Narrow Gauge Railroad. The road, which ran 12
miles from Colfax to Nevada
City through Grass Valley, was
built in 1/376, and ceased operations in 1941.
While attending SJS. Wyckoff
wrote and directed "Ye Gods!",
the 1951 Spartan Revelries production. He was also active in
rally committee.
The graduate is currently a
photographer and feature writer
for the Nevada County Nugget,
a weekly newspaper.
"Never Come. Never Go" was
written by Wyckoff in collaboration with Bill MacSems, a graduate of Los Angeles state college.

Class To Perform
2 Dukas’ Dances
1)olsat, "Sorcerer App. enti,cand "Kitty Cornet’ will be set to
dance tomorrow by a dance
dance production class, p.e.144, in
the Studio Theater at 5:00 p.m.
The class, under the direction
of Mrs. Carol Haws, instructor in
physical education, will dance to
numbers choreographed by Maria Wida, graduate student, and
Nancy Gilmore, junior.
The performance is part of a
class assignment, in which t ho
choreographers arrange costumes. lighting and scenery, aceordine to Miss VvIda.

Jerome (Harry In the yearttuok
Hews
ASH 11065
Gary Rogers
ASB 16051

1....................................9

Editor:
Maybe Ste 1%1’1, cXpeeting too
much. Maybe we did think this
year’s La Torre would he bigger
and better than ever before.
Maybe we thought, as graduating seniors, that the 1962 edition
of the La Torre would be an accurate representation of our last
year in college, something we
would be proud to show out
family and friends.
If the editor and staff of the
1962 La Torre had shown minimal amounts of intelligence,
originality a n d responsibility.
possibly our expectations would
have been fulfilled.
However, such mistakes a,
putting in a picture upside.
down, t p 2631 ; pictures of the

A live college c,iiccit recording album of bilk singer Stan
Wilson’s March 3 appearance at
SJS’ Morris Dailey auditorium
has just been released on Fantasy record.
"Stan Wilson Goes to College."
with his guitarist Lenin Castro,
is the singer’s first college concert album.
The recording includes such
songs as "Jane, Jane, Jane,"
"John Henry," "Trouble in River
City." "Sloop John B." ’A Rolling Stone" and ’Tongue -Tied
Baby."
Wilson’s SJS concert was
sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity.
Born and raised in Oakland.
Wilson started out as a single
at San Francisco’s hungry i in
1952. Castro joined the act in
1959 after the singer injured .,
tendon in his %%rist and couldn
play his own accompaniment.

ii

tion for their being there. .the
Kennedys are fine but why in
the La Torre? I: a picture of the
Homecoming Queen without
mention of her name; pictures
of coaches without mentioning
what they coach; pictures i.1
football players who didn’t CS Pil
play on this year’s team: the
page dedicated to the Daughters
of Minerva without mentioning
what in the world the Daughter,:
of Minerva are: Lamba Alpha
Chi instead of Lambda Chi
Alpha; Theta iX instead of
Theta Xl: a picture of an Mph:,
Tau Omega as president of ma Phi Epsilon; complete
of pictures with the
names, misspellings and inaccurate captions too innumerahh
to mention make this year’s La
Torre something to be ashamed
ofnot proud of.
What excuses can possibly be
made for the gross inaccuracies
and utter stupidity of such fax
pas?
No wonder fewer than 6000 of
the 16,000 San Jose students buy
yearbooks.

Students List
La Torre Mistakes

Miss Howe is a member of Mu
Phi Epsilon, national honorary
music sorority.

Spartans Assigned
Original Musical’s
Production Duties

Kenneeti without

ing tilts time there have been
many things in which I have not
been in accordance.
The intramural softball prograin at San Jose Is by far the
most incomplete program I have
ever participated in. It appears
to me that a rule book was never used in setting up the softball
program. When I participated in
the softball games this season, it
appeared to be that the umpires
did not have any idea of what
the ground rules were.
After participating in the playoff games between ATO and the
Draft Dodgers. I was convinced
that the umpires and the officials of the intramural program
did not have any idea of the
ground rules. I have spoken with
many of the teams, and they are
all very disappointed in the way
the intramural program is being
run.
After speaking to several
members from teams in both
leagues, it seems apparent that
the officials should start using
the official softball rule book for
setting up the softball program.
Don Baer
ASH AS:S01

Student Government
3 Units Credit?

WEDDING GOWNS,
FORMALS
COCKTAIL DRESSES
V2 OFF OR MORE

Sales & Rentals
(WILL ALSO BUY)
Dressmaking & Alteration Service

I

: THE MAD HATTER
1 10 a.m.- 5 p.m. - Fri. ’HI 8 p.m.

I 37440 Fremont Blvd,
.4,...

SY 3-4446

10 -Speed BICYCLES
Schwinn
Helyeff
Raleigh
Taurus
Frejus

From

$69.95
Complete
Service on
All Models

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda

Cl’ 3.9766

TYPEWRITER

RENTALS

Special Student
Free
fully guaranteed
Free
n nepos,1
Free

latest models

124 F Son F. rnondo

Old Back Injury
Hospitalizes Actor

f to

We ’en

Cal

Cinolt

Rotes
denary
Parking
,,,hange

CV 3 L203

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

NEW YORK (UPI) Noted
stage and screen actor Charles
Laughton is in Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Allied Diseases today undergoing a medical checkup.
His manager. Bob Hulter. said
Laughton. 62, entered the hospital Sunday after an old back injury had become aggravated and
his doctor suggested a complete
checkup.
Huller said Laughton has been
bothered by the injury for about
20 years. and about two or three
weeks ago twisted his back and
set off the condition again. Memorial hospital was chosen, he
said, because Laughton’s doctor
is attached to that hospital.

94’s#oe 81471TROPICAIRE

Se Rage/fa

TWIN VUE

Alms & Almaden
FOLLOW THAT DREAM

SPARTAN

DRIVE IN THEATRE
CY5-341 0
So First at Alma
FREE CAR HEATERS
EXPERIMENT IN TERROR
THE HAPPY THIEVES
FRI. AND SAT, ONLY:
’THE SOUND AND THE FURY
ARATOGA30.UN

-.TM YORK (UPI I - A sat-rime shortage in California
waters 58 years ago launched
the canned tuna industry, says
the International Tuna Fish assn.
The shortage led one cannery to
process the first 700 cases of
tuna in Los Angeles harbor.
The first small tuna boats
that fished off the California
coast have been succeeded by a
fleet of more than 200 sea -going
tuna clippers that range from
64 to 150 feet in length, and can
make 10.000-mile trips of three or
foot- month, rlimitinn

;,41..

CL 8-8144
NORTH SCREEN
BURN, WITCH, BURN
DEAD ONE
HOUSE OF WOMEN

ROME ADVENTURE

Sardine Shortage
Started Industry

DRIVE IN

fusl SANTA CLARA Cl

SOUTH SCREEN
EXPERIMENT IN TERROR
OCEAN S 11

1511:1 LI" 0’ rqI
396 South First
DON’T KNOCK THE TWIST

7

DAYS OF THRILLS & LAUGHTER
SAFE AT HOME
,
THE MILLIONAIRESS

CIMIZET

7TOWN E CV
3060

1433 The Alameda
ANATOMY AWARD WINNER
OF ’61

LES LIAISONS
DANGEROUS
HON FRENCH CAN EHL
SCREEN GET?
Roger Yadim’s Cenfroersoal Mestere,- e
- PLUS Acsdarny Award %C.o.:no Cartoon
ERSATZ

Now You Cell 5.. If

NOT TONIGHT, HENRY
Plies
Vittorio be Sica and Soalis 1-^
THE MILLER’S BEAUTIFUL WIFE
-

memeawe.

WE WILL TOP ANY
OFFER YOU GET FOR
YOUR USED BOOKS’
dm=0/r.

OPEN FROM 7:15 A.M. - 7:15 P.M. DURING FINALS
Who Can Compete With Our 8

Store

Buying

Power?

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
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Campus
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Hy JOIN 11F.NRY
100 -yard dash at Stanford, lie
San Jose freshman track coach hits at best of 9.7 this year. MuDean Miller will enter a full squad rad and Nliddleton will double
In the 220. Ntiddieton has a best
in the Pacific AAU meet Saturday
of 20.9. Mille Murad has posted
at Stanford’s Angell field in an a 21.0 this year.
effort to pad the lend his team
The freshmen’s two 24-foot
has in the national freshman broad jumpers will be in competition at Stanford. Pete Derma has
standings.
Half-miler Mike Gibeau will be a leap of 24-5 this year. while
going all out for a national freshman record in the 880, according
to Miller.
Glbean has had his best work.
outs ever the past week as he
ran eight 220s with t5 seconds
rest in between.
Miller isn’t sure whether he will
run his distance man Danny Murphy in the 5000 or 10,000-meters.
Murphy tuts already set the national freshman record in the
10.000. but both times he ran the
5000 he was unable to turn in top
times.
The first time he was forced to
drop out with blisters on his feet
and the second time, down south
at the Coliseum relays, he was
sick with r high fever when he
ran.

teammate Lester Bond has a top
mark of 24-31’a.
Danna, along with Henry Lawson. will go in the hop-step-jump
Lawson set a new national fresh] man record in the event when he
went 4913’-s at Modesto two weeks
:ago. Danna has a best of 48-3,.
!They have the two top freshman
marks in the event this year

Season Track Bests

100 Yards
220 Yards
440 Yards
880 Yards
Mile
Two Mile
5000 Meters
Six Mile
10,000 meters
Steeplechase
440 -Yard Hurdles
Low Hurdles
High Hurdles
Hammer
Discus
Javelin
Shot Put
High Jump
Pole Vault
Broad Jump
Hop-Step-Jump
Mile Relay

MIN

sports
las J:Ine

hat 1’ their timid, toll at ith
petition during the suninwr. Tut],
tuitional tournaments, senior and
junior, will he held at Foothill
Ittlj, 3, a, T. and 8, and Stanford August 21 And 25, resper-

,n polo team are liable to Seal ’I
’he enemy out of the wader nest
tall. if they don’t beat them first

sr.UtTAN DAILY -3

1962

The squad is. loaded with
giants. Five of the splasher
prospects range user 64, the
tallest of the crop being 6-8 Paul
Malandra and the second in hue
being captain John Henry, a
6-6 goatee.

Pika Wins
Intramural Title

By DON CHAPMAN
Pi Kappa Alpha Won the 196162 intramural all-sports champion
DENNIS JOHNSON
9.4
trophy and Bob Keller won the
DWIGHT MIDDLETON
20.9
all-college individual championship
47.3
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
for participation, Intramural.: DiWILLIE WILLIAMS
47.3
rector Dan Unruh announced yes1:49.9
BEN TUCKER
terday.
BEN TUCKER
4:03.6*
P1KA amassed a total of 920
JEFF FISHBACK
9:03.2
points to 857 for Theta (’hl and
JEFF FISHBACK
14:32.8
80312 for Phi Sigma Kappa.
DANNY MURPHY
30:06.1"
MIKA drew its strength front
DANNY MURPHY
31:06.5**
football (225), In which it was
JEFF FISHBACK
9:03.9
champion: basketball (292). In
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
51.8*
which it had three teams enANGELO HADDAD
23.4
tered, and softball (107), in
BRUCE McCULLOUGH
23.4
which It lost the championship
TOM HARRISON
14.5
In a playoff. The fraternity also
ED BURKE
192-3I/2*
picked up 10012 points In ;rack
HARRY EDWARDS
179-1
and field, in which It we, its,,
DAN STUDNEY
247-1/2*
l’hampion.
BARRY ROTHMAN
52-1 I
Unlike the runer-ups. it did not
VANCE BARNES
6-10*
have participating teams or inBRUCE TURNBULL
15-0
dividuals in eight of the intraWALT ROBERTS
24-71/3
mural department’s offered sports.
HENRY LAWSON
49-81/35*
Theta Chi and Phi Sig only failed
(McCULLOUGH, PETE PETRI. to have participation in five.
NOV1CH, LYNN PETERSON,
The major sports were given a
3:10.1
point advantage, but teams could
(WILLIAMS, JOSE AZEVEDO,
pick up many points on participaDON DAVIS TUCKER
.
t ion on smaller spoils.
(MIDDLETON, LARRY LE FALL,
Keller, who participated in
LLOYD MURAD, MIKE
seven intramural sports, also
GIBEAU)
. 3:22.41.
broke two all-eollege records in

tory over Newman Knights Friday afternoon. The winners
scored tour runs in the fourth
inning and five in the third.
There were no home nms.
OTA’s victory, and the selection
of the all -college, all -sports anal
ps up
individual champions,
the 1961-62 program for Unruh
and his staff.

Widow of Cal Poly
Plane Crash Victim
Refused State Aid

Other sizable team members
will be 6-4 Jim Baugh. a junior
college all-American at Glendale
junior college. and Dick Riddle I
and Jim Mini. both also 6-4.

Theii ssill also be a summer
water polo league at Stanford in
which teams will have games once
a week. Most of the prospects
from San Jose will be competing
The, turnout for next year’s team
has been the largest in the history
of the sport’s existence here ,’
State, according to Walton.

Malandra did a "real good join the Olympic trials in 1960. :I’
cording to Coach Walton. He foul’,
necessary to participate
spring practice with the (earn
a limited basis to do a jot.
’

Nick Sehoerumum, an out
standing frosh treestyler due t.,
join the cress next fell has
turned in a 48.14 in the 100 freestyle and a 29.9 in the 30.
Dave Corbett. "one of the bt
reestylers" for San Jose 0,
pring, according to Walton, wa!,
,iso be bidding for a spot on the
squad.

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50’

FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
IOTH 8 TULLY ROAD
C.- & Hol;days exclud.d)
(Sat

POSITIVELY THE

;

LOWEST
GAS PRICES

.N.G SOON?

Broncos Take Two
In NCAA Playoffs

SJS Tracksfers
Schedule Picnic

O;

Polo Team Loaded
’With Gant Talent

2) a ity

FRESNO (UPI1-A claim fort Freshmen out for the varsity in
$20,000 against the state work addition to Ed Gibson, the co-captam’s compensation fund on be-;
In an effort to gain needed
half of a football player killed in tam on the 1961 frosh team, whpoints, Miller will enter Torn
a plane crash has been turned looked good in spring practice 1..
Tulte and Gary Coleman in the
down. it was announced yesterday. Walton. are Phil Boyce, Jim Da.:
3000-meter steeplechase. The
.
IN TOWN
Edward Shanahan, referee of son, Monty Nelson, Mike Stank coach has been working with the
of
Industrial
ReDepartment
the
two runners all week in an effort
Lou Tully (co-captain with GI’
SAHARA OIL CO.
lations, announced the denial of
to gain points in the national
son) and Ty Wood
the
case
of
death
benefits
in
Second and William
freshman standings.
I Edward Gary Van Horn, killed
The poloist% in the area will
Distance Medley
Sprint sensation Dwight Middlewith 15 other Cal Poly of San
Luis Obispo football players and 111111111111111Intlettlnititiltlittlifill1111111111111111111111111111111111iiiinitititittin
ton will run the open 440. He has
Sprint Medley
turned in a best time this season
six other persons when their plane
of 47.6, but has shown his poten.11 ()
1
crashed Oct. 29, 1960, at Toledo. =
tial in running relay laps at tinOhio.
F. Try the do-it-yourself method
*-School record
der 47.0.
track. He was a representative
Van Horn’s idow. Karen. filed F. with a trailer from
"-National freshman record
Also going in the 440 for the
of Allen hall.
the claim on the ground her
t-School freshman record
Spartans will be Larry Le Fall
Keller participated in basket- band was employed by the stt,r. =
LEM’S
who has turned in a top time of
ball, frxdball, track, softball, ten- school to play football. At a hen:.
U -HAUL
,son.
nit,, turkey trot and bowling, lie ing in San Luis Obispo she told =
47.9 this
TRAILER
Lloyd Marad will go In the
broke the all-college 660 record Shanahan she received two checks =
with a 1:27.9 and the 1320 mark for S50 each from Coach Leroy =
RENTALS
with a 3:23.4.
Hughes after the crash.
378 E. Santa Clara
CY 4.90!
Hughes testified the payment
Alpha Tau Omega, which was
removed from the fraternity divi- was his regular method of handLARGE STOCK OF SMALL TRAILERS
sion of the intramural program, ling athletic scholarships and said
Vans
Car Carriers
and
went
total
the
through
with
a
566,i
he
did
not
have
to
go
left
Open Trailers
The Santa Clara Btxmcos swept nest I ill’ dISE I’ let t1111‘e lhrunpionBoat Trailers
586 points tinder the scholarship committee to give o ut
up
on
to
pick
Horse Trailers
a series from the Oregon state ships, the winner of the Florida name of Omega Tau Alpha in the, checks.
Whatever or wherever you are moving, se,
Beavers over the weekend, 8-1 and state-Wake Forest game.
Dr. Clyde Fisher, dean of the
Independent division.
Coach Paddy Cottrell’s BronOTA won the slow pitch soft- college, denied that Van If-rn
7-5. to qualify for the NCAA baseLEM’S for a trailer.
cos has e literally cleaned up on
ban crown in a 14-4 playoff vie- (wits paid to participate.
Johnny Lotz retained his Santa ball championships at Mission col- the West Coast and now will
lillill111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111 I lIulillIllIl liltitililli
Clara County golf championship lege in Omaha, Neb.
The Broncos will meet the will- meet the best of the nation’s
Sunday at San Jose country club
college nines.
by spurting ahead in the final 36
In Saturday’s final game, the
holes of the 54-hole event to wind
Beavers started off with two runs
up with an eight -stroke lead ove:in the first inning. The Broncos
his nearest competitors.
dropped farther behind in the fifth
Lotz. who’s championships hay.
when Oregon state tallied its
out him on top of the list of arnathird run.
tracksters
will
San
Jose
States
’,mrs on the West Coast in the
Santa Clara came back in the
of
Dr.
the
home
a
picnic
at
hold
opinion of many, shot a 69. a 70
last half of the fifth with a run.
in
Saratoga
SunReynolds
Walter
and a 67 in the final three rounds
Two more Broncos runners crossed
after being five over par after the day. according to Coach Bud Win- the plate in the sixth inning to
ter.
first eight holes.
tie the score at 3-3.
Any track member who wishes
However, he birdied the ninth
Oregon state scored two mornand birdied four and !Jarred five on Ito attend the picnic is asked to runs in the top of the seventh to
the next nine, for a two-stroke lead !sign up at the bulletin board in take a 5-3 lead.
over the field going into the final !the P.E. building or at the field
The Broncos chased starter
by Thursday.
round. He never lost that lead.
Cecil Ira in the seventh when they
scored four runs to take a 7-5 lead.
Reliever Jim Falk gave up the
last two runs in the inning.
Bob GaribaldL who had won
Friday night’s game 8-1 was
Called upon to preserve the victory in the ninth busing.
The Broncos and seven other
vollege nines will contend for the
Inational crown starting Monday
at Omaha.
Cottrell said after his team hadl
beaten Oregon state twice: ’’We
earl ro all the way "

lotz Keeps Santa
Clara County Title I
With Hot Finish

3

3

Frosh Spikers Enter
PAAU Track Contest

RENT NOW

for
FALL SEMESTER

THESE BEAUTIFUL MODERN APARTMENTS
FOR AS LOW AS

Approved Apartments

Broadcaster Dies
In Nursing Home
-. \lila: autqa- Formrrl
Clem McCarthy, 79.!
known to millions of racing fans!
for many years as the colorful’
broadcaster of Kentucky derbim,
died yesterday in a Manhattan,
nursing home.
McCarthy thrilled radio listeners ’
for 30 years with his husky growl.
-12-r-r-aeing (rms, the field is at
.11, gate!**
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$200-

$140

and up

Per Semester
Per Student

CI
and up

Per Month

Including

Your Own Kitchen

Close to Campus

Study -Date Recreation Rooms

Completely Furnished

Parking for

Bikes and Cars

Resident House
Approvrel

Self

Your

For General Occupancy

Mother

Only

Heated Pool
Books

At:

ROBERT’S
BOOK CO.
On 4th St. across from the Library

Md.-Huts
Flower
Shop
lowers
Corsages
2-0462

Spartan Rental Service
Corner of 9th & William
48
10th & Seats Clara

414 E. William St.

I-8811

-wog
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Ultra Right -Winger, Liberals, Vie
For Assemblyman Position Today
In a recent speech on campus. Cor- w.sild favor denying teacher ere,mthitiesi from Paige I)
also endorsed tiv the Califor- nish declared himself in fa% or of a dent nil’, to people who plead the
course about oranmunism in the Fifth amendment before the 11CUA.
11.1.1 Democratic council anti t he
high schools.
Hammer declared he would not.
AFL-CIO.
Hammer’s political activities inPOSITION
HAMMER
His platform includes Opposition I
clude past member of the Santa
Hammer, a former SJS student
to capital punishment, fallout shel, Clara County Democratic Central
and a San Jtatte engineer, claims
ters and courses about communism . that he, not Dr. Stanton. is the committee, John F. Kennedy for
President committee, 10th congresin high school.
true liberal. Hammer is a member
sional district co-chairman and
At the other end of the political of the National Association for the
, member of the state central campole stands Don Cornish. a publicl Advancement of Colored People
mow.
ielat ions man, who calls himself "a and the American Civil Liberties
"REAL DEMO"
titre blue, hard core. card-carrying Union.
To the right of Hammer is Fred
American." Cornish. an outspoken I Hammer opposes the Louis FranIReinheimer. San Jose attorney.
toe of communism, broke with thel cis anti-subversive initiative
! who calls himself a "real DemoCDC because he claims it is corn- amendment and favors courses in
, erzit." Despite his avowal of not be.
high schools aaiut communism.
munist infiltrated.
ing a liberal, he has declared that
has
He actively supports a SubverIn his campaign. Hammer
he is opposed to the Francis amendsive Activities Constitutional called for an upgrading of educa- ment.
amendment which would outlaw 1 tion to meet the problems of the
Reinheimer drew applause durthe Coir7,’,Inist party in California. 1960’s. Wiliri asked recently if he ing a recent debate on campus
when he stated that the Communists should be allowed on the ballot, publish literature and speak on
campus. "This is what makes
America great," he declared.
Reinheimer, deputy district attorney of Santa Clara county,
wants tightening up of construction and lien laws. On the subject
TRAPsrOSTATION
FOR SALE
of capital punishment he has said,
Vespa. 1959. Run- well. $145 or offer. Wanted: Riders to
, For the ultimate crime--the ulti3r..:17
14. Possob’y Oa, L’o
299-C925
mate penalty."
’52 Stude. 4 dr. Radio, heater. A-1 con- IS day Hawaiian Holiday not. rnd. hip .
NIXON FAVORED
o r
urn
or
CO, pl. price- ’
’ -. AN 4.9849.
In the state-wide primary race
2.8794.
$289 Fank Lociaero,
1956 MGA- 2 riven only 750 miles since
; former vice president Richard M.
- H t- 10-day cr 3250 mile Wanted: Roder to share drivng & ex Nixon is heavily favored to win the
’1867
penses to Michigan June 14 Hoverlond ’
i, GoP nomination for governot in
CY 4-5936 or CY 4-6414, ext 2262.
-: 311.8 Sc’. 21st
M3 TD 52. .1
his first appearance since he lust
Wanted: R;de to Illinois or area. Share 1 the presidency to Kennedy in 1960.
driving & expenses, CV 7.9771.
; Nixon has three opponents, but
..,:!,--- -rra $750. Call
52 MG TO
Wanted: Ride to Wis, or area. Snare h i s strongest competition comets
drivina and exp CV ij.784
1 from assemblyman Joseph C. Shell.
1954 MG -IF
,, new upholstery
coed condition. Wanted: Riders to Spokane Jane 14.! the conservative symbol in the CalCV 7-3447.
-;) ur trade. AN .a28.
lifornia GOP.
’ In the Democratic primary, CoySERVICES
sculate new paint.
54 MG-TF.
ernor Brown is uncontested for
$895. R,on CV 3-9418.
Typing - thesis, term racers enominal inn.
CY 5-6688
Brd & Rm. house. F.irnlshed with many
___._____
option to purchase.
,
Typing-term papers, thesis. etc. Rs
FR
8.47E8.
able.
Buffet clarinet. Excellent condition $200.
Expert typing service. Day or night
5.9783.
CL 8-4335.
,ondition. $ 50. Call
Desk - French tutoring all level<
Imps- VA your arades dito ia..-mn 8
,._.i.
VM stereo and speaker. $50
C 2-1443.
t ion of the 1962 LaTorre
Simplex motorbike. Runs fine. $45.
2c’2 -6858
will continue through final exami293 4199.
nations and the summer session in
WANTED
the Student Affairs business office,
Eight transistor oc.cket radio, new ...
7^u,
students
.
2
male
lesher case, $29.95 rea_ ar.
. ’152 Se. 9- CY 2-5073.. TH16, according to business mana4.50 ca:tce.d. Sn.,,Oe-. 433
-s
ger Mike Sanders.
cc Cc 1’.
s’
Boys to share mout..eat borne for surn-1 Ticket holders may pick up year-.
Tat oe. Call CV 5-3237.
books from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
rc941-. metal 2 aheel
Looking ’cr male .dent
Approximately 200 copies remain
on sale at the price of $6.
The 344 -page yearbook features
FOR RENT
pictures of campus organizations.
STUDENTS: Furnisked apartments. Spo Roommate. - - living groups, sports, t heat ri,
-,,es ’or sarnmer. 492 Sc. .1- ::- r
productions, along with SJS
,d apartment. Men suderrs 5- Male to share apt. w.tr sete- $30 Tao. sonalities, leaders, campus queens
rates avaiiabie 172 So. iGth.
and graduates.
cxerci. 671 East Julian ,
12 girls to share apt. with same. Pool.
1 ’727 or CV 3-3581.
r_i
M. CV 5-4106.
: "
&
_ Elderly gentleman wisbes young couple
-.
-..
ede. Must be
"if 3.2114
.1.01)AV
Extramural sports, tennis, courts
Surerror
;WV., CC.
--,,
aP*’’ Roommate
WI.’
on S. 10th St , 4 p.m.
E. Reed St
,ornmer $35 per mcrPistol team. meeting, 220 N. Seeond st.. 2:20-4:30 p.m.
Cr’,, 241 Girl(s)
Furnished rooms. S
--or.
Lutheran Student MAO, open
house for high school seniors, CamHELP WANTED
pus Christian center, 10th and San
3 bedrm. house. 1Q1, mo. 241 So. 1 Itin
Full time pay --part time work. College Carlos sts., 7:30 p.m.
Christian Science organization.
Immediate housing - pportunity. Will sub- ’ men worli 3 evenings & Saturday, earn
rr,e.-carper,.. drapes. $50 to $125 per week. Phone 378-6383. mneting. Memorial Chapel, 7 p.m
!, . .
fcir 3 mo. Teachers I
1
o Male: )u111111er WO& 2 students with car TMIORROW
$115.00.
Extraimiral sports, hadrnit,
Soopervise High School boys. CV 7-7857
ro
.5-.3459.
NA G23, 4:30 p.m.
duties
light
for
in
home
Wanted:
Girl
For rent: Cxre end ram bedroom apts.
I
W
one IA,. from school in exchange for room, board small salary
F.i-r
aot tio -,-;ear in your own pool. One for summer rnan’hs, 948-4079.
R Its Not Have Your Own
rummer. 408 So. 5’h
ava ir
Student’s wife to babvslt boy laY
Si. ’ft Wanted for summe months for Cr’
*-\ I MMING POOL
Furnished apartment. N.-0,1 I ,rrished ation ino next school year. Call /
a.m.
after
7
1870
r,re-bedroom apartment. Sleeps
Apartments for Men
3. I’d
No pets. Water, garbage Need Money? Top selling position cu...
Srincluded. Available June 15
at
e Office-K2. See K. Rood.
Ina.,..e 499 South 7th or office 275 E
W aims CY 5-5193.
H e r ,r,,pped student rrishe’, helo
ema
eind Q10 ram-- doss. Flans. rrns. Male student, Kit. priv. $10
REASONABLE RATES
$15 No drinking, no smoking. CV 3-3088
Only
2 Blocks to Campus
RATES:
CLASSIFIED
Summer. Fall. I and 2 bedroom apt:
26c line first insertion
1’ ;-. Manager Apt. 7. CV 3.8698
547
Large
Recreation Room
20e line succeeding insertions
With TV
2 line minimum
I & 2 bdrrn. apt. F..rn shed. 575 & $95
Nr.-Serif. Ca ’ C t’ 2-74-44.
TO PLACE AN AD:
Move In Now
Men - Room and board, Summer and
Call at Student Affairs Officec" o food ZY 2.7278.
being taken now
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
It "dimmer and Full Terms
Send in Handy Order Blank
Close to college. Furaish,d 4 rm. rear
with Check or Money Order.
rotage tr m,re,ed s.udeat Cr teacher.
2-378",
9th St.
rn.’drer cr pes Available June 25.
No Phone Orders
- I I.-

Spattaiza

CLASSIFIEDS

SAN FRANCISCO 11-rPI i-Pac.!
ifists protesting U.S. nuclear tests
began a fast Sunday and planned
to continue it until Thitutday.
The fast was the latest move by
about 40 young demonstrating who
have been camped in and out of the
main Past Office building in San
Francisco since Thursday.
They said the hunger strike, broken by fruit juices And vitamin
pills, would continue until a court
appearance Thursday by the threemin crew of the peace boat Everyman.
The Everyman was seized by U.S.
marshals May 27 after it had begun a protest voyage to the Pacific
nuclear test area.
A spokesman for the Committee
for Nonviolent Action, which sponsored Everyman’s thwarted voyage, said another attempt to send
a boat amiss the Pacific’ may be
made.

Women’s P.E.
To Hold Pre-Reg
Pre-registration for classes in
the Department of Physical Education for Women will be tomorrow
and Thursday, 10:30-3 p.m. in the
patio of the Women’s gym.
Women physical education majors and minors, recreation majors,
students with limited health ratings and students who need only
one semester more of physical education are eligible to pre-register
on the two days, accooling to Mrs.
Mary Neat, assistant professor of
physical education.

Annual Distribution
To Continue in TH16
Through Summer

r

Accepts Envelopes Available
For June Diplomas
Corps Duty

Pacifists Begin Fast Grandmother
In Protest of Tests’

11

peace

Acceptance into the Peace Corps high school when she returns from
is something to tell your grand- her assignment.
The Peace Corps, Mrs. Mattison
children about. And Mrs. Mary Lee
feels, "is a very necessary thing."
Mattison can do just that.
She hopes to help clear up the -dieA grandmother since Easter Sunday, Mrs. Mattison is employed by
the college as secretary to the instructional T.V. center. She graduated from San Jose State in 1953
with an A.B. in business education.
In her early forties, the youthful looking secretary belies her years
by leading an active life. St:0
spends her spate time playing 1!
piano, gardening or developing he,
own photographs in a dark room
set up in the kitchen of her apartment.
WAR WIDOW
A widow, Mrs. MattLson’s husband was killed in World War II.
She has one daughter who will
graduate from University of Call- j
I
fornia at Berkeley this month.
Mrs. Mattison will leave August
1 for her assignment in British
Honduras, Central America. Origi- MRS. MARY LEE MATTISON
nally she had requested duty in 141.
Peace Corps volunteer
!eerie, but "as I find out more
about British Honduras, the more totted pictures’ people of o t her
interested I get." She will teach countries have of America.
business subjects at the Belize
The only way to make friends
Technical college in Belize.
with these people is to "live among
"When I realized the great need them and help them," she said.
in these places . . . I want to help
Born in Mississippi, Mrs. Mattiand teach where the need is greatson has lived in San Jose silt, -.est," she said.
1947.
OTHER TRAVELS
HOLDS CREDENTIALS
Her travels so far have extended
Holding teaching credentials in
general secondary and a special to London. England, and Madrid.
secondary in business education, Spain. She visited her daughter arpt
Mrs. Mattison hopes to teach in a son-in-law in Madrid last spring.

Clear Status
Miss Edith M. Graves, cone,
cashier. urges students to establegi
clear status wrote tile end of it,,.
semester to release all holds
against grades, transcripts and ii.;istration packets. Payments may
be made In the cashier’s office,
Adm263.
Library fines may he paid at the
circulation desk in th, library.

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Womimi and married man over
21, 070 loss Ill dividmd. or a net
of $43 (bated on current 17
per
cent dividend/
Single men under
2$: 5252 1mi 143 dividend, or a net
of 3209.
$10/20 000 lodily ingg liability
St 000
Prociiety Damage and MO
Medical
Payments. ()Ulm comrades at
corn
Pme bl
savings
Nyman’s nun be
mada once, twice, or
a
year Call or writ*
lull in1u,
rno1,on to George M.
Cantob"
546 NaPill Avenue, Sunnyvale,
113qnt 1-1741

fear times
ter

(day &

Smart Students
Get Top Dollars For
All Used Books
On ALL Books To Be Used Here Again

. Spartaguide

LAD MANOR

Students who are expecting to
graduate June 15, should come to
the registrar’s office, AdmIO2
windows 9 or 11, and address an
envelope to the place they aim,
their diplomas mailed, according to
Mrs. Georgene Merrell, graduation
clerk.
Diplomas will be mailed approximately three weeks after commencement. Special envelopes will
be provided in the registrar’s of flee
and will not be distributed at the
commencement exercise as a a..
previously announced. No diplora,
will be given out at the (simmer,
ment.

We Pay

1/2 of New Price -or- 2/3 of Used Price
Plus an
Bonus
sL
EARLYA

June 7 thru 22

This is higher than ever before
and only we can offer this deal.
STORE HOURS

e SPARTAN

8:00 am,.
to
5:00

BOOKSTORE

p.m.

Monday
thru
Friday

"Right on Campus"
WINIMIMMIMMUMI
RIENIMIOF

WE GIVE 507o OF NEW
PRICE OR 2/3 OF USED PRICE
For

USED BOOKS

THAT WILL BE USED ON THIS CAMPUS AGAIN

OPEN FROM 7:15 A.M. - 7:15 P.M. DURING FINALS
We also give fop dollar for used texts
that will not be used here again next semester.

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
Just

Li

block from Campus at 134 E. San Fernando

